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Transport problems

When a manufacturer cannot deliver to your desired 
location(s) you have to deal with all the logistics yourself.

THE MAJOR PROBLEMS OF OTHER 
MANUFACTURES SUPPLY ARE:

When producing goods manufacturers often sacrifice quality 
by using inferior materials and speeding up production, 
which is often much less time than they declare in their 
contracts.

Low quality

You are offered a poor range of standard items, and no 
customization is allowed for you to meet your design needs.

Standard products only

Since you are not offered a 3D representation of the items, it 
takes a long time to describe and agree on design changes.

Long negotiations

The lack of discounts leaves you with a lack of confidence in a 
competitive environment.

Lack of dealer discounts

When dealing with custom items, long production terms and 
times are often the norm. This can also be the case for even 
standard items.

Long production terms



SOLVING THE PROBLEMS

All kinds of delivery

We can carry out a delivery to any part of the world by any 
kind of transport.

Short production terms

Our production terms are twice lesser than that of the 
average manufacturer in the market. As long as standard 
items can be shipped the next day after payment.

Dealer discount system

In addition to the worthy dealer discounts we have got a 
profitable rebate system for consistent partners.

Case-by-case approach

Your any special purposes, from different items color to 
making a new project from ground zero, can be implemented.

Fast negotiations

You get free 3D-drawing within some hours. You get an 
example item within several days.

High quality

We always follow our agreements with a customer and fulfil a 
contractual quality obligation.



Rotatable stands

Perforated stands Mobile stands

Stand for print products

STANDARD POSITIONS 
over 10 000

Stands with wire baskets

Shelf fences



Mesh panels Desktop displays with hooks

Over 250 kinds of hooks

Wire baskets

STANDARD POSITIONS 
over 10 000



Cross merchandising displays

Pockets for print products

Displays for bottles

STANDARD POSITIONS 
over 10 000



PHOTOS



PHOTOS



Tradexpo was founded in 2015. It is located in Central 

Russia, not far from Moscow.

We mainly focus on the design and production of trading 

equipment constructed with metal wire and sheet.

We can develop any equipment for your needs, make 

required technical drawings and 3D models and finally test 

this equipment. Our sample items are always free of charge 

and can be produced within a few days. Also we can 

provide some technical audit to your current items made 

by other manufacturers, optimize the construction and 

offer lower prices. And of course, we can produce custom 

equipment designed by the customer.

Our machinery includes various metal processing 

machines, welding systems, a powder coating line. Our 

total production area is currently 1000 sq. m, while the 

warehouse space is 2000 sq. m
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